THE THREE PERSONAL COMPUTERS EXPERTS SAY "BLOW EVERYTHING ELSE OUT OF THE MARKET."
Once in a great while, personal computers come along that drive the normally staid computer press to extremes of praise. The personal computers made by Digital Equipment Corporation are such an example. These are the personal computers about which industry analysts such as The Yankee Group have said: “... comparing other currently available personal computers to (Digital’s) Professional series is like comparing a sub-compact car to a Porsche.”

And further: “The trio of personal computers will blow everything else out of the market.”

The Yankee Group was not alone. From the Rosen Electronics Letter: “Digital offers more storage, more memory, more expansion, more columns, and a higher performance central processor.” And from The Gartner Group: “...the hardware specifications, design, and future upgrade planning appear superb.”

What could inspire such remarks? Perhaps it was a feature like Digital’s bit-map graphics—a graphics capability that makes yesterday's graphics look like yesterday’s news. Or maybe it was the overall idea of a personal computer that could do more than one thing at a time. Or storage. Or memory. Or the idea of using two central processors instead of one.

Wouldn’t you like to find out a little more about Digital’s personal computers? Call 800-DIGITAL and we’ll send you our free brochure. Or write: Digital Equipment Corporation, 129 Parker Street, Maynard, MA 01754.

And if our words aren’t good enough? Ask anybody else.